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0. THE IDEA OF SUBFUNCTIONS AND SOME OF ITS VIRTUES 
As originally conceived, the method of subfunctions, applied to the 
initial-value problem for the scalar differential equation 
Y’ = fh Y) (2” ,< ‘Lx? < 4, (1) 
with the initial values 
Ybl) = Yo 9 
consists in replacing (1) by the differential inequality 
Y’ <f(? Y> (?I d x < 3) 
(2) 
(3) 
and taking the pointwise supremum Y(o) of all functions y(a) on [x0 , x1] 
with y(x,,) = y,, which satisfy (3) in some sense throughout [x0 , x1]. 
Under favorable assumptions on f and on how (3) is to be satisfied, the 
function Y(a) constructed in this manner turns out to be a solution of the 
initial-value problem for (1 ), and the first existence proof for solutions of (1) 
when the right side is continuous was carried out (by Peano, in 1885/6) in just 
this way [I]. Peano’s result was a substantial advance over previous existence 
theorems, which required supplementary hypotheses on the dependence off 
upon y that had the effect of rendering the solution of (1) unique. Under 
Peano’s assumptions this is no longer the case, and the foregoing procedure 
yields every time the minimal solution of (1) to the right of x,, (the concept of 
which we again owe to Peano, who seems to have discovered it precisely in 
this context). 
* This paper was presented at the NATO Advanced Study Institute on Theory 
and Applications of Monotone Operators, directed by Prof. Aldo Ghizzetti, held 
in Venice from June 17th to 29th, 1968, and is summarized in the proceedings of that 
conference. 
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Subsequent investigations, using alternate methods, showed that one could 
weaken the hypotheses made upon f as a function of x and still establish 
the existence of a solution to the foregoing/problem. These efforts culminated in 
the work of Caratheodory, who merely assumed that f is measurable in x for 
every fixed y in (-co, co), continuous in y for every fixed x in [x0, x1], and 
dominated in modulus by a summable function of x on [x, , x1] that 
is independent of y: 
If@, Y>l G M(x) Ehbo > $1. (4) 
Under these Carathe’odory hypotheses, the function f(., y(.)) is summable 
whenever y( .) is measurable ([2], p. 665f.) and the initial value problem can be 
transformed into the integral equation 
Y(X) = yo + 1’ fk y’(t)) dt. 
50 
(5) 
Caratheodory proved with the aid of a compactness argument that this 
equation possesses at least one solution ([2], pp. 666ff.), and therefore, by 
differentiation of (5), the initial-value problem for (1) always possesses at least 
one Carathkodory solution, i.e., an absolutely continuous function y(.) with 
y(zzo) = y. which satisfies (1) a.e. in [x0 , xi]. Later on, the notion of maximal 
and minimal solutions was extended to equations satisfying Caratheodory 
hypotheses (see, e.g., [3], p. 45ff.) 
Our aim in the present paper is to resurrect the Peano method and use it to 
prove the Caratheodory existence theorem, as well as the existence of a 
maximal solution and a related comparison theorem, directly, without 
appealing to a compactness argument and without use of the integral equation. 
To do so, we shall reinterpret the notion of a subfunction as any absolutely 
continuous function y(e) on [x0 , x1] with y(xo) < y. that satisfies the differential 
inequality 
Y’ GfhY) a.e., (6) 
and then we shall prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM. If f satisfies the Carathiodory hypotheses, then the function Y(e) 
defined by 
Y(X) = sup{y(x) : y(e) is a subfunction} 
is a CarathLodory solution of the initial-value problem (I), (2). 
(7) 
It follows immediately from our definition of subfunction that Y(e) is the 
maximal solution of (l), (2) on [x0 , xJ, since (in contrast with the classical 
definition) every (Caratheodory) solution of the initial value problem (l), (2) 
constitutes a subfunction in our sense. Indeed, in [3] the maximal solution 
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is constructed exactly by use of (7) with the subfunctions being restricted 
to solutions of (1) through (~a , yO). The disadvantage of this procedure is that 
it requires a prior existence theorem to show that the set in (7) is then 
non-empty. By using subfunctions instead of solutions, this difficulty is 
circumvented, for (as we shall see in the next section) the proof of the non- 
emptiness of the set of subfunctions is a triviality. 
The solution Y(.) not only dominates every solution of (1) on [x,, , zr] 
that has the initial values (2), so that it constitutes the maximal solution, but 
it also dominates every subfunction, by definition. Our theorem therefore 
gives us the comparison theorem for Caratheodory equations: viz. 
If f and g both satisfy the Caratht!odory hypotheses on a common 
interval [x0 , x1] and f (x, y) ;> g(x, y) for a.e. .x in [x0 , xl] and ally, 
then to every solution y( .) of y’ = g(x, y) a.e. on [x,, , XJ there can be 
associated a solution Y(s) of (l), with arbitrary initial values 
Y(x,J >y(x,,), such that Y(x) >y(x) holds throughout [x,, , xl]. 
To prove this we only need to remark that y(e) is a subfunction for the 
initial value problem made up of (1) and the initial value y,, = Y(x,J. The 
usual proof of this theorem ([4]) relies upon the availability of the 
CarathCodory existence theorem. 
We thus see that the method of subfunctions yields at one stroke the three 
basic theorems of the Caratheodory theory. Entirely analogous theorems 
regarding the minimal solution of (2) would result from reversing the sense 
of the inequality in (6) and in the initial condition and taking the infimum of 
the so-defined superfunctions. Since, by the fundamental theorem of calculus, 
every (Caratheodory) solution of (5) satisfies (1) at those points (x, y(x)) 
where f is (jointly) continuous, once these theorems are proved under 
Caratheodory assumptions they hold under the classical continuity assumption 
as well. Of course, this is to be expected, as our method of proof then reduces 
essentially to that of Peano (even though our family of subfunctions 
is broader). 
What really matters is that even under Caratheodory hypotheses, joint 
continuity is not totally lacking. We have in fact the following theorem, which, 
in an equivalent formulation, was proved by Scorza-Dragoni in 1948 ([5], see 
also [6]): 
Scorza-Dragoni’s Theorem: If f(x, y) is measurable in x and continuous 
in y on the strip [x,, , x1] x (-GO, co), then there can be found a sequence of 
disjoint, perfect subsets of [x0 , x1], whose union has measure xl - x0 , with the 
property thatf is continuous in (x, y) when x is restricted to any set in the sequence. 
We shall see that the continuity conferred by this theorem is all the 
continuity that is required to carry through the Peano reasoning. In certain 
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places, however, we have been guided by the treatment in Perron [7], which 
differs from that of Peano in some minor respects. 
1. CONCERNING THE DEFINITION OF THE FUNCTION Y(.) 
We first must show that the set of subfunctions is non-empty. We do this by 
exhibiting 
y(x) = y. - jz M(t) dt. 
Ql 
It is clear that y(e) is absolutely continuous, since it is expressed as an 
indefinite integral of a summable function, and we have, upon differentiating, 
y’(4 = -M(x) <f(x, y(4) a.e. 
because of the Caratheodory hypothesis, while y(zO) = yO , so that y(e) is a 
subfunction. 
It follows that the set of subfunctions is non-empty, and from (6) we get, 
for any subfunction, 
so that the function Y(e) is well-defined by (7). 
2. PROOF OF THE ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY OF Y(a) 
Let y(m) be an arbitrary subfunction; then we have, for any two points 
E < 7 in [x0 , xi], the inequalities 
Y(7) - Y(5) G Y(7) -Y(O d Y(7) -Y(7) + jhY(t)) dt 
E 
(8) 
and 
G J’h) - ~(7) + j” M(t) dt 
f 
Y(7) - Y(5) 2 Y(7) - Y(5) = MO - W)I + [Y(7) - YG31- (9) 
Since we can find subfunctions y(e) whose values at the point rl come 
arbitrarily close to the value Y(y), it follows from (8) that 
Y(7) - Y(f) G j’M(t) dt. (10) 
c 
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On the other hand, if E is any positive number, we can find a subfunction 
yi(*) which satisfies at [ the inequality 
y(t) -Y&) G c* 
If we now set 
YlM for 
_- X” s -. x 2s ‘5 
Y(X) = 
n(f) - j; Wt) dt for 4 < x d Xl, 
then y(a) is clearly a subfunction, and (9) therefore yields 
Y(77) - Y(5) b --E - jn M(t) dt 
c 
Since E is arbitrary, it follows that 
WI) - Wt) >, - j'M(t) dt. (11) 
c 
Inequalities (10) and (11) together yield 
whence the absolute continuity of Y(s) follows at once from the absolute 
continuity of the indefinite integral of the summable function M(e). 
3. A FURTHER PROPERTY OF SUBFUNCTIONS 
We shall need the following lemma: 
If yl(*), y.J*),..., yn(.) are subfunctions, then 
is a subfunction. 
y(x) = maxLh(4, Y~(xh-., m(x)1 
It is enough to prove this in the case n = 2, for the general case follows by 
induction. The proof consists of two parts: first we must show that y(a) is 
absolutely continuous, and then we must show that it satisfies (6). The 
remaining property required of y( .), that y(x,J ,( y0 , follows immediately 
from the definition of y(x,,). 
The absolute continuity of the function y(*) follows most easily from the 
representation 
Y(X) = *[Yl(x) + Yd41 + 12 I Y&4 - Yzb% 
in view of well-known properties of absoIutely continuous functions. 
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We thus turn to the proof of the differential inequality (6). It is easy to see 
that (6) holds a.e. in the subset of [CC,, , xi] where X(X) > ya(~): since this set 
is open and y(e) agrees with yl(*) everywhere on it, we must have a.e. 
Y’W = Ylw a(% Y&4) = f(% Y(4) 
there. This reasoning also works on the set wherey,(x) = ys(x) after excluding 
its countable set of isolated points, by letting the difference quotients of y(x) 
converge to y’(x) through values of the independent variable where y(e) and 
yi(-) agree. This is possible a.e. because of the absolute continuity of y(s). 
Finally, the set where yz(x) > yi(~) is analogous to the case where 
y,(x) > ya(x), and results in the same inequality as above, but with the 
subscript I replaced by 2. 
We conclude that (6) holds in [x,, , x1], as stated. 
4. THE APPROXIMATION OF Y(a) BY SUBFUNCTIONS 
Using the foregoing lemma we shall be able to show that we can 
approximate Y(-) uniformly from below by subfunctions on [x,, , x1]. 
Let E > 0 be given. We choose n + 1 points (fi} in [9c0, x1] such 
that x0 = &, < .$i < Es < e.0 < &-i < 6, = x1 and 
I Ei M(t) dt < 43 h-1 
for i = l,..., n. At each of the points [i we can find a subfunction yi(-) such 
that 
y(ti) - yi(ti) < E/3* 
It then follows from the lemma that the function y(m) defined by 
Y(x) = m=h(x>, ~dxb.., Y&>I 
is also a subfunction. Now let 5 be an arbitrary point in the interval [x, , x1]. 
Then it belongs to some interval [tie, , ti], and we have 
Y(E) 2 Yi(O b Yi(6i) - JIif(t,Yi(t)) dt 2 Yi(6i) - 1” M(t) dt 
F 
= J’(5) - [Y(5) - Y(t?i)l - [Y(ti) - yi(Ci)] - JE’ M(t) dt. 
E 
By (1 l), this is 
> Y(k) - SE’ M(t) dt - [Y(5,) -yi(ti)] - SE’ M(t) dt 
> Y(5) - .;3 - E/3 - E/3. 
E 
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Consequently 
cc) -Y(t) < 5 
and, as this holds for every 5 in [x~, x1], it proves that Y(.) can be 
approximated uniformly from below by subfunctions y(m). 
5. PROOF THAT I’(.) IS A SUBFUNCTION 
The first step in proving that Y(.) satisfies the differential equation (1) 
a.e. is to show that it satisfies (6), and is therefore a subfunction. This is an 
easy consequence of the inequality (8): 
Y(x + h) - Y(x) < Y(x $- h) - y(x + h) + jzihf(t, y(t)) dt 
z 
(where t = x, +I = x + h > x), x being any point in [x,, , XJ and y(.) an 
arbitrary subfunction. Using the result of the preceding section, we construct 
a sequence of subfunctions which tend to Y(3) as a limit. Lebesgue’s 
dominated convergence theorem allows us to pass to the limit under the 
integral sign, and the foregoing inequality becomes 
Y@ + h) -- Y(,) :S j’+‘.f(t, I’@)) dt, 
z 
(13) 
by virtue of the continuity off in y. If we now divide by h, we arrive at an 
inequality which holds also when h is negative. By the fundamental theorem 
of calculus and the differentiability a.e. of Y(e), we can then send h to zero 
and find that Y’(X) satisfies inequality (6), thereby proving that Y(s) is a 
subfunction. 
6. PROOF THAT I’(.) SATISFIES THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
We now come to the hardest part of the proof: to show that Y(e) satisfies the 
opposite inequality, and therefore 
Y’(x) =- f(x, Y(x)) a.e. (14) 
Here we shall rely upon the continuity properties of the function f, 
as expressed in Scorza-Dragoni’s theorem of $1. According to that theorem, 
we can find a sequence of disjoint perfect subsets of [xc,, x1], whose union 
has full measure, such that f is continuous when x is restricted to any one 
of the subsets. Clearly, it will be enough to establish (14) throughout any 
such subset, call it S. 
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When x is restricted to S the graph of Y(.) belongs to a compact set on 
whichf is uniformly continuous. Hence, whenever an E > 0 is given, we can 
find a 6 > 0 such that for any two values t, x in S having / t - x / < 6 there 
holds 
If(4 Vt)) -f(x,r)l < c (15) 
for ally satisfying 1 Y(t) - y ] < 3 6. 
Now let 5 be any point in [x0, x1]. By the uniform continuity of the 
indefinite integral we can find a positive 7 < 6, which is independent of [, 
such that E .T < 6 and 
s fib M(T) d  <6. (16) E 
It then follows from (12) that 
! Y(t) - I-(E)1 < 8 
whenever t lies in the interval [E, [ + 71. 
Before we make use of these considerations, we prove two lemmas. Let F 
be any measurable subset of [.x0, x1] and E its relative complement. We denote 
by Fh(*) the intersection of F with the (nondegenerate) interval [x, x + h], and 
similarly with E. Then we have (cf. [8], [6] and [9]): 
LEMMA 1. At almost all points x in F there holds 
$5 m&(x)/h = 0, * 
where m denotes Lebesgue measure. 
LEMMA 2. At almost all points x in F there holds 
1 
lim - 
h-0 h Eh(d 
M(t) dt = 0, 
(17) 
(18) 
where M(.) is a summable function on [x0 , x1]. 
The first lemma is a direct consequence of Lebesgue’s density theorem, 
since 
1 = m[x, x + h]/h = mF,(x)/h + m&(x)/h 
when h f 0, and, for almost all x in F, mF,(x)/h -P 1 as h --f 0. 
The second lemma follows immediately from the fundamental theorem of 
calculus applied to the function 11/r(*) xE(.), where xE(*) denotes the 
characteristic function of E. 
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We now can return to the proof of (14). Let F denote the subset of S made 
up of the points of S where simultaneously (17) holds, (I 8) holds, and I” 
exists. We shall show that at every point [ in F there holds 
q9 ~- f(Et Y(O). (19) 
Since mF = mS, this will imply that (14) holds throughout S. 
Suppose, then, that E belongs to F. We can define a summable function CD(.) 
on [LX,, , x1] by means of the formulas 
Y’(x) for those x in [x,, , (1 where Y’ exists, 
CD(x) I= 
1 
f(x, Y(x)) -- E for x in F,(t), 
--M(x) otherwise. 
Then we can set, for each x in [x,) , xJ, 
y(x) == y. f fZ D(t) dt; 
- 20 
the function y(.) defined in this way is absolutely continuous on [x0 , XJ 
and satisfies y(x,,) = y,, . We claim that y( *) is a subfunction. 
In view of $5 and the inequality f(~, .) > --M(x), it is clear that the 
inequality (6) holds a.e. in [x,, , x,]\F,([). It therefore remains only to show 
that this inequality holds a.e. in F,(t). 
First we observe that, since Y(f) =. y(t), we get from (12) (for 7 = t) and 
the definition of y(n) 
I Y(f) --- y(x)1 < I l’(t) -~~ WI i- I Y(5) - Y(4l 
< j: M(T) do ‘- .i‘: M(T) d7 + ~1 x - 5 I. 
Thus, if t and x belong to F,(t), then by (16) 
I Y(t) -y(x)1 < 6 + 6 + ET < 36. 
Hence, by (15) 
If@> Y(t)) -fk YWI < 6. (20) 
Now suppose that x < 4 + 7 is a value in F,(t) where y’ exists, and h is 
so chosen that 0 < h < 7 + 6 - X. Then 
Ye + 4 - Y(4 
h = f@, ~(4) + ; s”‘” P(t) - fk r(x))1 dt 
= 0, Y(X)) + ; j, ( P(t) -AX, r(x)>1 dt 
hX 
) 
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The value of the first integral in the second line is 
1 
z s 
F*(r) [f(t, Y(t)) -f(%Yba dt - E TY 
which, in view of (20), is negative for all h considered. The second integral 
is dominated by 
which, by Lemmas 1 and 2, tends to zero with h. Hence we may send h to 
zero and conclude that 
Y’(X) -G f (xv YW 
at every value x < ZJ + 7 in F,(t) where y’ exists, and so a.e. in FJf). This 
proves that y(e) is a subfunction. 
Having established that y(e) is a subfunction, we can now use it to complete 
the proof of our assertion that Y(e) satisfies the differential equation (1) at the 
point E. Since Y(f) = y(t), we have for h > 0 
Y(t + 4 - Y(5) > y(f + 4 - ~(5) = j’” G(t) dt 
zxz j, JP. TN dt - ek@) - s, cn M(t) dt. h h 
Rewriting the last line and then dividing by h yields 
‘(’ + h, - ‘(5) > 1 
h I 
f+hf(t 
h, ’ 
y(t)) & _ E mFh(8 
h 
1 -- h J E (E) L”@) + f@> y(t))l dt- h 
The last integral is dominated in absolute value by 
and this, by Lemma 2, goes to zero with h, while the proof of Lemma 1 shows 
that the preceding term tends to --E. If we then appeal to inequality (13) 
(for x = 5) and use the fact that Y’ exists at the point 6, we get the double 
inequality 
lim inf 1 f’“f(t, Y(t)) dt >, Y’(t) 
h P 
> lim sup I; ’ j’+hf(t, Y(t)) dt - Q 
E 
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as h tends to zero. Since E is arbitrary, we arrive in this way at the equality 
E’w =f(E, W)), 
which is what we asserted. 
Because of the arbitrariness of E in F and the way that S was chosen, we 
conclude that Y(.) is indeed a CarathCodory solution of the initial value 
problem (I), P), and the proof of our theorem is done. 
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